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In this work, modifications in the structural, vibrational, optical, and surface morphological
properties of 2 MeV N+-ion irradiated �-MoO3 thin films are studied. Nitrogen irradiation up to the
fluence of 1�1015 ions cm−2 does not lead to any structural phase change. The irradiation induced
formation of nanoscale defect structures at the film surface becomes more prominent at higher
irradiation fluences, leading to the enhancement in the optical absorption behavior of the irradiated
films. The possible role of energy loss process in the mechanism of modifying the surface
morphology has been discussed. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2437656�

I. INTRODUCTION

The transition metal oxides have attracted the attention
of many researchers during the last few years because of
their technological applications in the fields of microelec-
tronics, solid-state microbatteries, and optoelectronics.1–3

Molybdenum trioxide �MoO3� is one among these with a
vast potential in developing positive alpha-numeric display
devices, high density memory devices, optical smart win-
dows, and solid-state microbatteries.4–6 This is possible be-
cause MoO3 in the orthorhombic phase has a unique layered
structure, high chemical stability, and interesting electro-
chemical properties.7 In addition, this material also exhibits
photochromic and thermochromic properties.8,9 Several
growth techniques such as thermal evaporation,10 electron-
beam evaporation,11 and sputtering7,12 are typically em-
ployed for deposition of MoO3 films. The optical properties
of MoO3 films can be varied by dc injection, ultraviolet ir-
radiation, and exposure to atomic hydrogen or molecular hy-
drogen gas in contact with a catalyst, irradiation by a beam
of ions or electrons, or heating.3

Ion irradiation is a useful tool for impurity doping and
defect production in materials, which helps to alter their
structural, electrical, optical, and magnetic properties with a
high spatial selectivity.13,14 Irradiation induced changes
brought about on the surface morphology of materials also
play a significant role in the case of device fabrication.
Hirata et al. studied the hydrogen related changes in the
structural property of proton implanted MoO3 films by Ra-
man scattering.15 However, no attempt has been made to un-
derstand the effects of ion irradiation on the structural, opti-

cal, and surface morphological properties of MoO3 thin films
grown by electron-beam evaporation technique. These stud-
ies can be useful in assessing the viability of using MoO3

thin film based devices in radiation harsh environments.
In this paper, we investigate the effects of MeV N+-ion

irradiation on electron-beam evaporated thin MoO3 films
grown at room temperature �RT�. The results are attributed to
the fact that high-energy N+-ion irradiation enhances the op-
tical absorption behavior of MoO3 films and modifies the
energy band gap. This supports our results on vibrational and
surface morphological properties of irradiated thin MoO3

films.

II. EXPERIMENT

The MoO3 films were deposited on clean Corning 7059
microscopic glass substrates under a chamber pressure of 1
�10−5 mbar at RT. The thickness of the deposited film was
about 1.32 �m. Later on, these films were irradiated at RT
by using 2 MeV N+ ions to the fluences of 1�1012, 1
�1013, 1�1014, and 1�1015 ions cm−2. Monte Carlo SRIM-

2003 simulation predicts the projected range of the N ions in
the MoO3 films to be 1400 nm, and hence the ions are ex-
pected to penetrate into the susbstrate.16 The nuclear energy
loss �Sn� and the electronic energy loss �Se� values in the
MoO3 films corresponding to the 2 MeV nitrogen ions are
1.2�10−4 and 1.9�10−2 keV nm−1, respectively, as ob-
tained from SRIM-2003 calculations.16 Since the Se value is
two orders of magnitude larger than the Sn value, the incident
N+ ions lose energy predominantly via inelastic collisions
with the target electrons.

Phase analysis of the pristine and the N+ irradiated
MoO3 films was performed by x-ray diffraction �XRD� stud-
ies using the Cu K� radiation ��=0.154 nm� over a 2� scan
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range of 35°–55°. The optical absorption spectra were re-
corded using an UV-Vis-NIR �Vis and NIR denotes visible
and near infrared, respectively� spectrophotometer in the
range of 300–1100 nm. Micro-Raman measurements were
performed at RT using a backscattering geometry. The spec-
tra were recorded using the 514.5 nm line of Ar+-ion laser
with a 200 mW power and over a 10 �m spot size. Irradia-
tion induced changes in the surface morphology of the films
were studied by atomic force microscopy �AFM�.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of the pristine MoO3

films irradiated with nitrogen ions at RT. It shows that the
MoO3 films before and after the irradiation are polycrystal-
line in nature and the observed d spacings match closely with
the orthorhombic structure �� phase�.17 This indicates that no
major structural phase change occurs in the MoO3 films due
to irradiation even up to the maximum fluence of 1
�1015 ions cm−2, which is similar to the results observed for
H+ implanted MoO3 films.15 Further, no substantial change
in the lattice parameters �a=0.396 nm, b=1.385 nm, and c
=0.369 nm� takes place for the films irradiated up to the
highest fluence.17 This negligible change in lattice param-
eters implies only the slight distortion of the Mo–O frame-
work upon nitrogen-ion irradiation. However, the increasing
peak intensity and narrowing of the peaks could be indicative
of irradiation induced grain growth. It is observed from Fig.
2 that an increase in crystallite size �D� and the decreasing
dislocation density ��� of the predominant peak ��060�� are
evident with increasing ion fluence. It may be mentioned
here that D is defined as 0.94� /� cos �, where � is the full
width at half maximum �in radians� of the XRD peak and �
is defined as 1/D2.18,19 Normally, during ion irradiation, two
competing processes occur simultaneously, one is the genera-
tion of vacancies, agglomeration of vacancies and then col-
lapsing into dislocation loops, and the other is their annihi-
lation at the possible sinks. With increasing ion fluence,
though more vacancies are created, annihilation rate of va-

cancies also increases as the sink density increases with irra-
diation. Hence, a decrease in the dislocation density is ob-
served with increasing ion fluence.

The optical absorption spectra of the pristine and the
irradiated films are shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that there is an
increase in the optical absorption with increasing N-ion flu-
ence, which is caused by the free-carrier absorption corre-
sponding to the increase in the conductivity.20,21 It is also
clear from the spectra that the absorption edges shift towards
the higher wavelengths, indicating a systematic reduction in
the optical band gap with increasing ion fluence. It may be
mentioned that MoO3 is a direct band gap system and hence
the plot of ��h	�2 vs E�=h	� �known as the “Tauc plot”� is
expected to show a linear behavior in the higher energy re-
gion which corresponds to a strong absorption near the ab-
sorption edge. Extrapolating the linear portion to zero ab-
sorption edge results to the optical energy band gap of the
films. From Fig. 3 we observe the absorption edge at nearly
400 nm. Thus, we get the linear portion in the Tauc plot
corresponding to the data in the range of 400–500 nm. This

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of MoO3 films before and after 2 MeV
nitrogen-ion irradiation to various fluences.

FIG. 2. Variation in the crystallite size �D� and the dislocation density ��� vs
N+-ion fluence for MoO3 films.

FIG. 3. Optical absorption spectra of the MoO3 films before and after ni-
trogen irradiation at different fluences.
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gives rise to the band gap value of the pristine film to be
2.92 eV �425 nm�. Likewise, the band gaps at different
N-ion fluences are calculated. The observed values are 2.90,
2.87, 2.84, and 2.78 eV, respectively, for the films irradiated
with fluences of 1�1012, 1�013, 1�1014, and 1
�1015 ions cm−2, respectively. The reduction in the optical
band gap with increasing ion fluence is shown as the inset of
Fig. 3. This trend indicates that the top of the valence band
and the bottom of the conduction band are modified to vari-
ous extents with increasing ion fluence.

It is known that ion irradiation produces point defects
such as vacancies, antisite defects, and interstitials causing
lattice damage. Hence, the reduction in the band gap with
increasing ion fluence may arise due to the effect of band
tailing, owing to the defects produced during irradiation. In
fact, the high-energy ions excite the electrons from both the
lone pair and bonding states to the higher energy states. Va-
cancies created in these states are immediately filled by the
outer electrons with Auger processes that in turn induce more
holes in the lone pair and bonding orbital, leading to a va-
cancy cascade process. In this process, MeV N-ion induced
defects produce localized states near the band edges which in
turn modify the MoO3 band structure.

The observed redshift in the absorption edges of irradi-
ated MoO3 films may also be correlated with the coalescence
of small crystallites into effectively larger crystallites but at
the same time retaining the nanostructure morphology of the
film surfaces. The reduction in the optical band gap with ion
fluence is also in conformity with the report of Julien et al.22

where they observe a decrease in the band gap of MoO3

films with increasing substrate temperature �during film
growth�. It has also been reported that the increasing sub-
strate temperature leads to the enhancement in crystallite size
and the intensities of XRD peaks of MoO3.22 This is consis-
tent with our XRD analysis where an increased grain growth
of irradiated films with increasing N+-ion fluence can be ob-
served, as explicitly seen from the decrease in full width at
half maximum of �060�, �200�, �002�, and �170� peaks �Fig.
1�.

The Raman spectra of the MoO3 films before and after
nitrogen-ion irradiation are shown in Fig. 4. The crystalline
nature of the pristine film is clearly visible from the well
defined Raman peaks, which are in good agreement with the
previous reports.15,23,24 As the molybdenum atom is about six
times heavier than the oxygen atom, the vibrations of the
system are supposed to involve mainly the lighter oxygen
atoms in the present crystal lattice system. In addition,
�-MoO3 is made up of distorted MoO6 octahedra with
Mo–O bond lengths ranging from 0.17 to 0.23 nm. This
leads to a marked differentiation in the positioning of indi-
vidual oxygen atom in terms of their site symmetry. As a
result, in each octahedron, one oxygen atom remains un-
shared �MovO�, while the two axial oxygen atoms are
common to two octahedra �Mo–O–Mo� and the three other
equatorial ones are common to three octahedra �OMo3�.25

The observed broad peak at 666 cm−1 corresponds to the
stretching of the bridging oxygen of OMo3 units and is a
characteristic one for the orthorhombic molybdenum oxide
��-MoO3� structure.24 These �O–Mo3� groups are planar

type in MoO3 which reduces the symmetry of the basic oc-
tahedron. The strong line at 822 cm−1 corresponds to the
stretching vibrations of Mo–O–Mo bonding in �-MoO3. The
Raman-active band at 995 cm−1 is attributed to the stretching
mode of the Mo–O and this peak is associated with the
unique molybdenyl bond, which is responsible for the lay-
ered structure of �-MoO3.

Comparing the Raman spectra of the pristine sample and
those of the irradiated ones, it is clear that the shift in the
peak positions is rather insignificant. However, the relative
intensity �peak height� of the Raman lines decreases with
increasing ion fluence. This can be interpreted based on the
electronic screening of phonons in conjunction with intra-
band activity within the framework of the proposed band
structure in the metallic state.15 In addition, the Raman peak
widths also increase �as shown in Fig. 4�, since the phonon
lifetime is found to reduce whenever an increase in defect
density is effected in the crystal lattice.

Figure 5 shows the variation in the area under the differ-
ent Raman peaks of the MoO3 films. The area under all the

FIG. 4. Micro-Raman spectra of the MoO3 films: �a� Before and after ni-
trogen irradiation to various fluences: �b� 1�1012 ions cm−2, �c� 1
�1013 ions cm−2, �d� 1�1014 ions cm−2, and �e� 1�1015 ions cm−2.

FIG. 5. Variation in the Raman peak area vs nitrogen-ion fluence for the
MoO3 films.
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Raman peaks decreases with increasing ion fluence. The area
under a Raman line may reduce due to irradiation induced
lattice disorder26 which is consistent with our optical studies
where the band gap reduces with increasing fluence. This is
attributed to deterioration in the translational symmetry of
the MoO3 crystal due to ion induced defects, which relaxes
the k-conservation rule for the Raman transition correspond-
ing to the MoO3 peak.

Figure 6 shows the three-dimensional AFM images
�500�500 nm2� of the pristine and the N+-ion irradiated
MoO3 films. The AFM image of the pristine sample �Fig.
6�a�� indicates the growth of a uniform granular film at RT.
Irradiation of the films causes the following notable changes
in the surface morphology: �i� the boundary between the
grains tends to smear out and �ii� large mounds and pits
appear on the surface �Figs. 6�b� and 6�c��. In fact, the AFM
images �not shown� for the other two fluences also show
similar morphological changes. This is followed by an in-
crease in the rms surface roughness of the films with fluence.
For example, the average rms surface roughness of the pris-
tine sample is 0.8 nm and it increases up to 4.7 nm for the
irradiated films at the fluence of 1�1015 ions cm−2.

As mentioned earlier, the effects of 2 MeV nitrogen ions
would be governed by the electronic excitation. Normally, it
is expected that the electronic excitation will not cause much
movement of atoms because it either results in the excitation
or ionization. However, MoO3 films being insulating in na-
ture, according to the Coulomb explosion model, the positive
charges generated by the incident ion along its path may
cause atomic motion due to the Coulomb force.27 In fact,
using the SRIM-2003 code, it is found that the sputtering yields
for Mo and O atoms are extremely small �Mo: 0.007 at. ion−1

and O: 0.05 at. ion−1� at these energies. In addition, the sur-
face features do not resemble the ion induced surface rip-
pling since it is unexpected to see ripples with the present ion
energy, fluence, and the geometry.28 Therefore, the increas-
ing surface roughness of the films can be attributed to atomic
movements caused due to N-ion irradiation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, nitrogen-ion irradiation induced changes in
the structural, optical, vibrational, and surface morphological
properties of molybdenum oxide �MoO3� thin films were ex-
amined. XRD measurements of the irradiated films reveal
irradiation induced grain growth and reduction in the dislo-
cation density. A systematic reduction in the optical band gap
is observed with increasing ion fluence, which is associated
with N-ion induced defects leading to the production of lo-
calized states near the band edges and in the energy gap of
MoO3. The reduction in the Raman-active band at 995 cm−1

is attributed to the destruction of the layered structure in
�-MoO3. Further, the area under the Raman peaks decreases
with increasing ion fluence, which is attributed to deteriora-
tion of the translation symmetry in MoO3 lattice due to ion
induced defects. AFM studies show increasing surface
roughness of the films at higher fluences due to irradiation
induced atomic motion.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� AFM images of the MoO3 films: �a� Before and after
nitrogen irradiation to various fluences: �b� 1�1013 N+/cm2 and �c� 1
�1015 N+/cm2.
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